
Connections: 
Astrological Predictions 
and their Counterparts.



This zine emerged from the idea of connections. In 
the age of information and technology, we seem to 
always be connecting with others through our cell-
phones. However, we have been neglecting how we 
connect with ourselves through our data consumed. 
How the things we view can define how we see our-
selves and interpret non-technological information. 

Therefore, I decided to elucidate these cognitive re-
lationships built through data by collecting excerpts 
from Co-Star’s daily chart reading (a well known 
astrology app), and accompanying them with bits 
of writing found on my phone and personal jour-
nal I felt reflected and resonated with the quote. 

The reason I specifically choose Co-Star is be-
cause astrology seems to be a guide to many in-
dividuals nowadays. Its growing popularity has 
objectified itself in pop-culture, resulting in apps 
like Co-Star, which now have a dedicated cult fol-
lowing. Therefore, using data from an application 
with such power over people’s life seemed to me 
to be the most interesting, as it is directly tailored 
to you. The content, like astrology, is quite gener-
ic, however, to observe and make a mental note 
of what data resonates with you, and then seems 
to come up again in the day, can bring you more 
insight in to yourself than any data fed to you.
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Be prepared for unexpected mishaps like people bailing
“I felt like I could’ve been warmer in 
the moment and I’m sorry about that.”



You are not your thoughts
“...everything seemed so promising
and now I am dissapointed.”



You are not your thoughts
“...everything seemed so promising
and now I am dissapointed.”



Your current strength will make action fruitful
“The professor is just as we thought...amazing.”







Don’t look for an excuse to pickup drugs, call 
that person who never makes you feel good, or 
damage yourself in any other way.
“Yet again I am in pain due to sexual activities 
semi enjoyed. This time was a real kicker.”



Resolve tension so that you 
can alter your subconcious



“Hey I just wanted to let you know
things should be quieter than usual.”



Emotional insight and self-awareness is 
predicated on understanding all your feelings
“...and after all that I felt so content.”







It may feel frustrating to get to get to the bottom of things
“It didn’t happen, as I predicted.”



You are not looking for compliments, just recognition 
of your efforts and talents
“Thank you for talking and getting me to open up, as I 
don’t think I would have taken that route otherwise.”







Be open to new oportunities
“...if you feel weird about it I understand why;
It’s all good but thanks for checking in anyways, 
it was very thoughtful.”



Try to cultivate authentic interest and care for others today
“I texted her back: ...‘I don’t want to 
have to ask for your effort or interest;’
I think that’s exactly what she needs to hear.” 







Now is not the time to be unselfish in love
“I must really be craving a friend to settle for this.” 





You have the energy to heal yourself
“I think after so long of frantic non-
stop thought I am finally better...I’m 
back to understanding myself, and I 
am familar again.” 




